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Dear Guest 

 

 

 

I would like to ask your cooperation with filling  of the online check-in registration form 

,which was send in the e-mail so I be able to generate  your unique entrance code. 

I would like to ask feedback regarding private parking too (fee: 3EUR/DAY) 

 

 

 

 First of all, we warmly welcome our guests at VillaBaroque Eger. We wish you that your 

stay at our Accommodation to be full of positive experiences. 

From our side, we do our best to make our guests feel at home by us. 

If you have any questions / problems at any time during your stay, feel free to contact us. 

Contact details of our pension manager speaking english: 

Krisztina Náznán +36306602706 

 

In order to minimize any disturbance during your stay, I will first provide you with general 

information as a continuation of my letter, then I will let you know  the unique features of the room 

you have booked, and finally I write about some important information and registration request. 

 

GENERAL PART 

 

Our accommodation is open all year round. Our villa awaits those wishing to relax with 10 rooms, a 

common lounge / dining room, a kitchenette, seating, private (paid) parking and a garden. Currently, 

this garden is grassed, from spring a small playground and additional comfortable garden seating 

corners will be created. In autumn, many fruits ripen on our trees, which we also encourage our 

guests to consume. 
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The property does not have a reception, but you do not have to worry, as you can book 

accommodation from 14:00 on the booked day (if possible, up to 11:00 at no extra charge, but on 

special request and by appointment). 

You will receive a unique code generated for you for the duration of your stay in the manner 

specified in the INDIVIDUAL section of this Message, which will allow you to open both the gate / 

common area door and your own room. 

 

Attention, the issuance of the code is FORBIDDEN, please keep it confidential, otherwise 

unauthorized persons may enter your room during your stay, for which we cannot take 

responsibility. 

 

The persons listed in advance can stay at the property. 

On the day of your departure, please leave the Villa by 10:00 (if you wish to stay longer, write to us 

and, depending on our possibilities, we will guarantee you to stay in our accommodation for a few 

more hours). 

Our accommodation is pet friendly,  in some of our rooms are you can sleep together with your pet, 

however, please indicate if you wish to bring a pet,and we will help you to book the room which fits 

to your case. 

You can currently arrange your payment through booking.com or by advance transfer, but our 

payment options will be expanded soon. 

The prices shown include the tourist tax, so you don't have to bother with that. 

Our currently available paid service is the provision of a closed private car park for 3EUR / day subject 

to availability. Please inform us if you would like to use a car park. 

You will soon be able to use our BREAKFAST-BOX service to get local fresh delicacies in a small box on 

your doormat / in front of your door. 

Please take care of your surroundings. 

Our accommodation is non-smoking, smoking is possible in the designated place in the yard. 

Please pay attention to your surroundings and avoid loudness between 21:00 and 08:00. 

The use of an open flame is FORBIDDEN in our buildings! 

We would like to draw your attention to the fact that if damage occurs in your Villa after your 

departure - whether due to incompleteness or improper use (eg causing particularly long-lasting 

contaminants such as vomiting / blood, etc.), we will be obliged to charge you for such damage. By 

registering, you expressly agree to and agree to the terms and conditions set forth in this letter, and 
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you agree to be bound by these terms. I respectfully apologize for disturbing you with such details, 

but the pledge of the preservation and prosperity of our Villa is that our Guests will take care of it as 

well. 

We reserve the right to determine the value of the damage in the event of individual damage, but our general damage 

charges are as follows: Vomiting / blood / other human / animal body fluids not discharged to the toilet, one-time cleaning 

fee of 100 EUR, in case of smoking in the room, a one-time upholstery cleaning fee of 150 HUF. In case of damage to small 

objects (handle / lamp, etc.) 100 EUR renovation cos. In other cases the cost will be determined by an independent expert. In 

case of need, the damage will be recorded in a report with a timestamp and photo documentation after leaving the room,. 

 

We welcome young children, the collection of outdoor and indoor toys available to them is 

constantly expanding. Baby cot / buggie / fall arrester / breath monitor, etc. please indicate in your 

reply. 

Our pension manager does not only take care of the Villabaroque, but she is also mother of children, 

and turns with understanding to any such request. 

Internet: free WiFi is available throughout the Villa: 

Username and password: villabaroque 

TV: Flat-screen smart TVs are available for our guests, which are connected to the Internet, and many 

TV shows can be viewed by clicking on the DTV option. 

Should they need anything else, feel free to aks for and if we can, we’ll prepare it for you, like a 

thermometer, face mask, phone charger, and so on. 

 

On behalf of all our colleagues at VillaBaroque Eger, we wish you a very pleasant stay and appreciate 

your feedback, as this will enable us to continuously learn, learn and improve. 
 

ARRIVAL: 

The address is :Villabaroque Eger 

3300 Eger, Deák Ferenc út 33 

CAR ARRIVAL 

Please note that you will not be able to turn directly into our courtyard on the villa line from the 

Basilica due to the closing line. I recommend that if you approach our accommodation from this 

direction, continue and turn left at the first traffic light, then turn regularly there and at the same 

traffic you can return to the side of the Villa from where you can easily turn onto our driveway. 
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Please use the parking spaces in front of the villa only temporarily, if you have a parking space, enter 

the enclosed courtyard to ensure a comfortable arrival for the guests following you. 

When entering / exiting the Villa's courtyard, pay attention to pedestrian and bicycle traffic, which 

passes directly in front of the villa line. 

When stopping your car, stop in front of the gate (please not on the sidewalk, but in front of it) and 

enter the code in the keypad on the right-hand column of the gate. (You may receive the code by 

phone / sms or letter.) 

If you want to enter by car ,and you have reserved A PARKING SPACE, enter your 

code in the keypad below the car icon.   

Please note that if you have not reserved a parking space in advance, only your 

code will be valid on the pedestrian entrance keypad. 

 After the gate opens, come into the yard and reserve a parking space, but please 

park so that someone else can. 

 

When you leave, you will find 2 keyboards in the same corner of the 

house, you can also open the gate by entering your code. Here, too, the 

keyboard below the car graph allows motorists to open the 2 gate wings, 

while entering the code into the keypad below the pedestrian icon opens 

1 wing where you can pass on foot.  

 

Right in front of the gate, there is a bike path where high-speed 

cyclists can be expected, so please pay attention to bike and pedestrian traffic at the exit! 

 

For the part of the garden grassing, please do not enter. 

COMMON SPACE: CELLAR 

From the car park you can easily find the door to the common room labeled PINCE, the room on the 

left is the kitchenette. 

In the common room you will find children's games / books / board games and soon there will also 

be billiards / table football and a piano. 

THE TEA KITCHEN: pay close attention to the utensils in the kitchen, please do not take them to your 

room. Everyone can use the stove at their own risk. Always switch off the hob after use and make 

sure it is switched off! 
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Please pay attention to the signs, because some of the doors of the kitchen cabinet are motorized, at 

the push of a button. 

You can make the coffee capsules in your room in the coffee machine below. 

The basic spices and food in the kitchen are for common use, please protect them from dirt. 

After use, please leave the kitchen in a nice condition so that it can be used by other guests. 

You can safely pack it in the dishwasher, but please do not start it, it is operated by our staff. 

 Insect and rodent traps are set up in common areas in accordance with mandatory 

legislation. 

Please do not touch it or allow your child / pet to touch the trap boxes. 

 

 

 

In common areas, if you are leaving for the last time, please turn off the lights and close the door. 

UNIQUE ROOM FEATURES: 

Room 1: DELUXE KING ROOM 

ROOM LOCATION: starting from the gate, first building entrance  at your  right hand  leads to rooms 

1-4, which have a common foyer. Room 1 is the first room in the corridor to the right of the front 

entrance. 

ROOM EQUIPMENT: 

- electric heating system  

- smart TVs are available for our guests, which are connected to the Internet, and many TV 

shows can be watched by clicking on the DBTV option 

- WIFI: fn and password: villabaroque 

- mood lighting: You can control the lighting of the small sculpture window above the toilet 

with the remote control located on the table. 

- Bluetooth speaker: you can connect to your phone after turning it on. 

- Hairdryer: in the wardrobe 

- SAFE: in the wardrobe 

- MINIBAR 

2 room: DELUXE KING ROOM 

ROOM LOCATION: starting from the gate, access to the first building to the right hand leads to rooms 

1-4, which have a common foyer. Room 2 is the second room in the corridor to the right of the 

entrance from the foyer. 
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ROOM EQUIPMENT: 

- electric heating system. 

- smart TVs are available for our guests, which are connected to the Internet, and many TV shows can 

be watched by clicking on the DTV option 

- WIFI: fn and password: villabaroque 

- Bluetooth speaker: you can connect to your phone after turning it on. 

- Hairdryer: in the closet 

- SAFE: in the closet 
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3 rooms: FAMILY ROOM 

ROOM LOCATION: starting from the gate, access to the first building leads to the right hand to rooms 

1-4, which have a common foyer. Room 3 is the last room in the hallway to the right of the foyer 

entrance. 

ROOM EQUIPMENT: 

 - electric heating system. 

 - smart TVs are available for our guests, which are connected to the Internet, and many TV   

 shows can be watched by clicking on the DBTV option 

  

 - Bluetooth speaker: you can connect to your phone after turning it on. 

 - Hairdryer: in the closet 

 - Comfortable sofa bed for 2 people 

 - home-office part 

 - minibar 

Room 4: DELUXE ROOM 

ROOM LOCATION: starting from the gate, first building entrance  at your  right hand  leads to rooms 

1-4, which have a common foyer. Room 4 is across the hall. 

ROOM EQUIPMENT: 

- electric heating system  

- smart TVs are available for our guests, which are connected to the Internet, and many TV 

shows can be watched by clicking on the DBTV option 

- WIFI: fn and password: villabaroque 

-  armchair with reading lamp in „reader’s corner’ 

- Bluetooth speaker: you can connect to your phone after turning it on. 

- Hairdryer: in the wardrobe 

- SAFE: in the wardrobe 

- MINIBAR 
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Room 6: DELUXE KING ROOM 

ROOM LOCATION: starting from the gate, first building entrance  at your  right hand  leads to rooms 

1-4, which have a common foyer. Room 1 is the first room in the corridor to the right of the front 

entrance. 

ROOM EQUIPMENT: 

- electric heating system  

- smart TVs are available for our guests, which are connected to the Internet, and many TV 

shows can be watched by clicking on the DBTV option 

- WIFI: fn and password: villabaroque 

- mood lighting: You can control the lighting of the small sculpture window above the toilet 

with the remote control located on the table. 

- Bluetooth speaker: you can connect to your phone after turning it on. 

- Hairdryer: in the wardrobe 

- SAFE: in the wardrobe 

- MINIBAR 

8 rooms: ROOM WITH REDUCED MOVEMENT 

- ROOM LOCATION: you will find 3 doors on the lower level of the building opposite the car park. 

Standing  opposite the building, the double-leaf door to the right is the door to Room 8. 

 

- ATTENTION: The door of the room opens with a code from the OUTSIDE, from 

the INSIDE after pressing a small button next to the door! To access from the 

outside, after entering the code, press the handle. 

 

 

 ROOM EQUIPMENT: 

- The floor of the room is cold-tiled. 

- - heating system: currently in the rooms please use the coil on the radiator, due to the summer / 

autumn changeover, the panels mounted on the wall will not work. 

- - TV: smart TVs are available for our guests, which are connected to the Internet, and many TV 

shows can be viewed by clicking on the DTV option. 

- - Hairdryers: in the cupboard 

- your shower can be approached with a wheelchair, the shower has a shower chair. 
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In  attention of our guests arriving in wheelchairs: As 

a temporary condition, in order to enter the  

common room, it is necessary to place 2 mobile 

planks in front of the room on the stairs. 

 

9 rooms: ROOM WITH DOUBLE BED 

ROOM LOCATION: the middle door is one of the room doors on the 3 lower levels of the building 

opposite the car park. 

ATTENTION: The door of the room opens with an EXTERNAL code, INSIDE after 

pressing a small button next to the door, to enter from the outside, after entering 

the code, press the handle. 

 

 

ROOM EQUIPMENT: 

This room has cold floors. 

- heating system: currently in the rooms please use the coil on the radiator, due to the summer / 

autumn changeover, the panels mounted on the wall will not work. 

- TV: smart TVs are available for our guests, which are connected to the Internet, and many TV shows 

can be viewed by clicking on the DTV option. 

- WIFI: fn and password: villabaroque 

- Hairdryer: in the closet 

- Bluetooth speaker: you can connect to your phone after turning it on. 
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10 room:Small double room 

 
ROOM LOCATION: at the end of the car park, a small staircase at the garden access leads to the foyer 

of rooms 10-11. Room 10 is accessed through a door to the right of the foyer. 

 

ATTENTION: The front door opens with a code from the OUTSIDE, from the INSIDE 

after pressing a small button next to the door! For exterior doors, please press the 

handle after entering the code! 

 

 

 

ROOM EQUIPMENT: 

- heating system. at present, please use the coil on the radiator in the rooms, due to the summer / 

autumn changeover, the wall-mounted panels will not work. 

- smart TVs are available for our guests, which are connected to the Internet, and many TV shows can 

be watched by clicking on the DTV option. 

- WIFI: fn and password: villabaroque 

- Hairdryer: in the closet 

- 120 cm comfortable pull-out sofa for 1 adult or 2 children 

 

11 rooms: Small double room 

ROOM LOCATION: at the end of the car park, a small staircase at the garden access leads to the foyer 

of rooms 10-11. Room 11 is located upstairs. Please be so kind and as not to use the staircase lights, 

turn it off at the switch behind the door in your room. 

 

ATTENTION: The front door opens with a code from the OUTSIDE, from the INSIDE 

after pressing a small button next to the door! For exterior doors, please press the 

handle after entering the code! 

 

ROOM EQUIPMENT: 

- heating system. at present, please use the coil on the radiator in the rooms, due to the summer / 

autumn changeover, the wall-mounted panels will not work. 
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- smart TVs are available for our guests, which are connected to the Internet, and many TV shows can 

be watched by clicking on the DTV option. 

- WIFI: fn and password: villabaroque 

- Hairdryer: in the closet 

- SHUTTER 

- Mosquito net 

 

 

In case you are not able to fill in the googleform i have sent to youvia e-mail, please be so kind and fill 

in the below form and send me back.  
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Villabaroque_EGER online check-in Form 

 

Please fill the form for each room carefully, and send it back to the address: 
villabaroque.eger@gmail.com as soon as it is possible. 

ID number of booking:   

1th Guest’s name   

       Date and place of birth    

       Name of mother:   

       Address:Country, zip code,street, nr   

       Nationality   

       Type and number of travel document  

       Gender male  female 

       email address (optional):   

  
  

2th Guest’s name   

       Date and place of birth   

       Name of mother:  

       Address:Country, zip code,street, nr  

       Nationality  

       Type and number of travel document  

       Gender male  female 

  
  

3th Guest’s name   

       Date and place of birth    

       Name of mother:   

       Address:Country, zip code,street, nr  

       Nationality   

       Type and number of travel document   

       Gender male  female 

Deaclarations:   

By signing and / or returning this completed form, I declare that I do not experience any symptoms of 
covid-19. 

By signing and / or returning this completed form, I declare that I accept the accommodation policy, 
fully understand it and accept it as binding on me. 
 

Villabaroque_Eger will only use your data to the extent that it complies with the applicable legal 
requirements. 
 

mailto:villabaroque.eger@gmail.com
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